
Antigone on Trial 2007 revision. 

(revision of 2004 version by Mark Davis) 

 

This would be best for the second class on Antigone, when students know the storyline and where to find 

“evidence”.  It requires some extra preparation beyond simply reading the material. 

 

The basic premise is that the class will put Antigone on trial (although it seems to be as much a debate as a trial). 

Rather than having her fate decided solely by Creon (the king), she will instead be tried by a jury of her peers - the 

citizens of Thebes. The jury will reach a decision after hearing the case debated by a prosecution team and a defense 

team who will cite specific evidence from the play; the jury will also question the prosecution and defense in order 

to better seek justice for Antigone.  

 

Format: 

  

Prosecution: 5 minutes to make their case, referring jurors to specific lines in the play as evidence. 

Defense: 5 minutes to make their case, also referring jurors to specific lines in the play as evidence. 

10 minute group deliberations -- for prosecution and defense to consider each others points and perhaps find new 

lines in the play as evidence to be used in rebuttal. During break, jurors should discuss what lines of questioning 

they might pursue when given the opportunity to question the prosecution and defense. 

Prosecution: 5 minutes rebuttal, hopefully bringing in new lines of evidence.  

Defense: 5 minutes rebuttal, also hopefully bringing in new lines of evidence. 

Jury:  10 minutes to ask questions of prosecution and defense  

         10 minutes for deliberation and vote  

 

Responsibilities: 

  

Court reporter: The court reporter will record which passages of the play have been cited for evidence by either side 

with the idea that each side will want to bring in as much evidence as possible in support of their argument.  The 

jurors might ask the court reporter, is this really new evidence or have we heard this before. 

 

Prosecution: In the first 5 minute segment, members of the prosecution will present their case, based on their reading 

of the play, citing specific lines and referring jurors to those lines of evidence. They should be sure to give everyone 

time to find lines before discussing them. 

Defense: In the second 5 minute segment, the defense will present its case also citing specific lines and referring 

jurors to those lines of evidence and giving everyone time to find the relevant lines before discussing them. 

 

During the 5 minute rebuttal periods, teams should respond to the arguments of the opposition by offering 

contradictory evidence, by critiquing the opposition's logic, or any other legitimate argumentative means (Hint: 

Simply saying “You’re wrong,” or “That’s stupid” is not a legitimate argument!). What additional (previously 

uncited) evidence can you offer? 

 

The opening 5 minute arguments should be rehearsed and timed, so that they actually take 5 minutes to deliver. For 

the rebuttal, of course, you will not be able to rehearse, but must be organized during the 10 minute group 

deliberation period as best you can. 

  

After these opening segments and rebuttals, there will be a period of time during which the jurors will ask questions. 

Thus, the jurors should be taking notes and thinking of questions during the early portions of the debate; every juror 

will be expected to ask at least one question. These questions should be directed toward either the prosecution or the 

defense team; after that team has answered the question, the other side will have the opportunity to respond to that 

answer. Then we move onto the next juror’s question. When the time (or the questioning) is exhausted, the jurors 

will then deliberate and vote.  

 

 


